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ABSTRACT
Due to increasing possibilities to create digital video, we are
facing the emergence of large video archives that are made
accessible either online or offline. Though a lot of research
has been spent on video retrieval tools and methods, which
allow for automatic search in videos, still the performance
of automatic video retrieval is far from optimal.

At the same time, the organization of personal data is re-
ceiving increasing research attention due to the challenges
that are faced in gathering, enriching, searching and visual-
izing this data. Given the increasing quantities of personal
data being gathered by individuals, the concept of a het-
erogeneous personal digital libraries of rich multimedia and
sensory content for every individual is becoming a reality.

Despite the differences between video archives and per-
sonal lifelogging libraries, we are facing very similar chal-
lenges when accessing these multimedia repositories. For
example, users will struggle to find the information they are
looking for in either collection if they are not able to formu-
late their search needs through a query. In this tutorial we
discussed (i) proposed solutions for improved video & lifelog
content navigation, (ii) typical interaction of content-based
querying features, and (iii) advanced content visualization
methods. Moreover, we discussed and demonstrate inter-
active video & lifelog search systems and ways to evaluate
their performance.

1. MOTIVATION
This tutorial addressed two separate, yet similar chal-

lenges, namely interactive search in video and lifelogging
repositories. In Section 1.1, we first introduce current chal-
lenges in the video retrieval domain. Section 1.2 then intro-
duces open research challenges when dealing with lifelogging
material.

1.1 Interactive Video Search
Over the last two decades, there has been a lot of re-

search on content-based video retrieval to solve the problem
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of finding the proper scene of interest in a large video archive
(e.g., [1, 4, 5, 6, 11, 16, 17, 20, 22, 25, 15]). Video retrieval
tools use content-based indexing methods to perform au-
tomatic annotation with content descriptors for color, tex-
ture, shape, and semantic concepts. The extracted informa-
tion is used to provide retrieval functions through different
querying modes [13]: query-by-text, query-by-example image
(or example clip), query-by-sketch, and by query-by-filtering
(e.g. through semantic concepts). The user first formulates
a query, initiates the retrieval engine that looks for matching
video segments, and then browses the results, which are typ-
ically lists of keyframes extracted from the result segments.

Retrieval approaches commonly use interactive relevance
feedback methods to keep the human in the loop after the
query and to learn which results are relevant in order to
adapt the search in another iteration to the user’s needs
([3, 12, 24]). However, the actual search process with video
retrieval tools is mostly automatic and a black box for the
user. Interaction is limited to the query-formulation and
results-browsing phases. Research on video retrieval mainly
focuses on improving the performance of the retrieval engine
(i.e., the querying itself), with less focus on the user and her
interaction with the system [26].

There are well-known issues with video retrieval appli-
cations. First, there is the usability gap. A user is often
not able to express her needs and thoughts through text, a
problem that is already apparent for an image (“An image is
worth a thousand words.”) but much worse for a video seg-
ment consisting of many images. In fact, most video retrieval
tools operate on images (i.e., keyframes of shots) and provide
image query features. Additionally, the issue of polysemy
is a challenging problem in text-based search, which can
only be partially solved through relevance feedback. Sim-
ilarly, an automatic retrieval tool cannot easily determine
the user-dependent relative importance (i.e., weight) of a
query term and hence often returns too many irrelevant re-
sults. When considering the query-by-example approach, it
turns out that users rarely have a good example image or
example clip at hand, which is similar to the target scene
they are looking for. The query-by-sketch approach is also
not very convenient for users, because most users typically
cannot draw a sufficiently good sketch for a scene they want
to find, although they would immediately recognize it when
they see it. Query-by-filtering (e.g., for a semantic concept
like ’car ’, for example) in a large video collection is often
also not very helpful for a user, since the returned result
list is typically way too long and the confidence of concept
detection is still not good enough.



Finally, there is another challenging problem that affects
the content-based indexing phase, namely the semantic gap,
which is the discrepancy between the semantics a user can
derive from an image and the information a computer can
extract from pixel values [23]. The semantic gap seriously
limits the achievable performance of visual information re-
trieval tools.

1.2 Lifelogging
Recent technological advances have introduced new types

of sensors (informational sensors, physical sensors) and de-
vices (for example Google Glass or Apple’s Watch) which al-
low the individual to compile vast archives of personal data.

The activity of recording personal bio signals and met-
rics using software and tools is referred to as self-tracking.
Different reasons can be found that motivate people to start
recording and analyzing personal data. A large share of self-
trackers include people with chronic medical conditions who
rely on technology to track their personal well-being. Other
self-trackers are motivated to observe and to increase their
personal fitness and wellness levels [18]. These individuals
can be considered as part of the Quantified Self (QS) move-
ment that uses instruments to record numerical data on all
aspects of our lives: input (food consumed, surrounding air-
quality), states (mood, arousal, blood oxygen levels), and
performance (mental, physical). Such self-monitoring and
self-sensing, which combines wearable sensors and wearable
computing, is also sometimes referred to as Lifelogging, al-
though lifelogging describes the process of recording and
storing any type of personal data rather than just user-
centric sensor data. Captured over a long period of time,
such personal data can provide a detailed picture of the ac-
tivities of an individual and will require search, summariza-
tion and knowledge extraction tools to make them valuable.
Therefore it comes as no surprise that Lifelong Digital Li-
braries are receiving increasing attention within the research
community [7].

One of the early adopters of lifelogging techniques is Gor-
don Bell of Microsoft. Within the “MyLifeBits” project [2],
they captured all of their personal data in digital form and
created software that allowed them to access this data. The
goal of this technology was to create a personal archive, or
a “portable, infallible, artificial memory” that can be ex-
ploited to increase job productivity, serve as a basis for med-
ical treatment, improving performances in school and many
other scenarios. Another lifelogging pioneer is Steve Mann,
who uses wearable computing to create a record of his life.
He performed significant studies on visual memory prosthet-
ics that transformed his eye into a camera and his body into
a Web server. He refers to this technique as ‘cyborg logging’
or ‘glogging’. Wearable cameras play an important role in
research on lifelogging since analyzing camera data streams
can reveal a lot of information. One wearable lifelogging
device, the SenseCam [14], automatically captures images
every 30 seconds, resulting in thousands of recorded images
per day. It is a camera with a fish-eye lens, about the size of
a cigarette packet. The camera is usually worn around the
neck and can be set to take photographs when triggered by
such things as changes in the light, ambient heat or body
temperature. The SenseCam has since been improved with
new models and competing devices available for purchase.
The SenseCam has received a lot of attention from scientific
researchers who focused in 100+ papers on various aspects

of lifelogging. For a detailed description of state-of-the-art
lifelogging techniques, see Gurrin et al. [10].

2. OBJECTIVES
As mentioned above, various issues and challenges arise

when interacting with multimedia content. In this tutorial,
we gave an overview of existing video & lifelog search inter-
faces that illustrate different methods to approach named
challenges and issues. The participants learned best prac-
tice on how to interact with multimedia content and how
to apply this knowledge in their own project. Following an
introduction of the subject matter, we highlighted the need
for interactive video search and outlined well-known issues
and current research areas. Moreover, we introduce the re-
search area of lifelogging and highlight similarities between
both fields.

Focusing on video search, we presented different graphi-
cal user interfaces that are designed to address these chal-
lenges. We started by presenting commercial and academic
video search systems that represent the state-of-the-art in
video search. In order to illustrate the limitations of video
search, we began by providing an introduction into video
content analysis. In particular, we focused on the segmen-
tation of videos into different units of retrieval (i.e., video
shots and semantically coherent scenes), argued for the se-
lection of appropriate keyframes and explained how to in-
dex these video materials. Then, we overviewed methods for
video content presentation, namely abstraction and summa-
rization of video content and methods for video content vi-
sualization. After that, we introduced different methods to
interact with video content. We showcased the advantages
of browsing and exploration of video content, methods to
navigate through the content, querying and sketching inter-
faces.

Focusing on the lifelogging domain, we first provided an
introduction to this upcoming technology. After presenting
approaches on how to capture heterogeneous datastreams of
lifelogs, we outlined state-of-the-art techniques to analyze
this data. Then, we presented different methodologies to
visualize and access lifelog data.

Following this session, the participants learned how to
evaluate the performance of video & lifelog search engines.
We introduced the de-facto standard evaluation protocol
that is applied for scientific performance evaluation. Fur-
thermore, we introduced popular Academic evaluation cam-
paigns, namely the Known-Item search task promoted by
TRECVid [21], the Video Browser Showdown [19] which has
been organized as part of the Multimedia Modeling Con-
ference, and the Personal Lifelog Access & Retrieval Task
NTCIR-Lifelog [9] that is organized as part of the Japanese
conference series on the Evaluation of Information Access
Systems (NTCIR). The aim of this task is to begin the com-
parative evaluation of information access and retrieval sys-
tems operating over personal lifelog data. As part of this,
a dataset consisting of anonymized lifeless gathered by a
number of individuals over an extended period is released
[8]. In 2017, NTCIR-Lifelog includes four subtasks, two of
which focus on unser-centred interaction and retrieval: In
the Lifelog Semantic Access Task (1), participants have to
retrieve a number of specific moments in a lifelogger’s life.
The Lifelog Insight Task (2) aims to gain insights into a lifel-
ogger’s life as promoted by the Quantified Self community.
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